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1.  Introduction 

Digital color halftoning is a technique used to render a continuous-tone color image with a limited 

number of binary color planes and has been widely used in color printing applications [1-3]. To a certain extent, 

it can be considered as an evolution of digital monochrome halftoning in which a continuous-tone monochrome 

image is rendered with a binary image.  

There are various monochrome halftoning schemes and each one of them can theoretically be evolved 

to realize color halftoning. These schemes can be roughly classified as screening-based schemes [4-6], error 

diffusion-based schemes [7-10] and optimization-based schemes which try to optimize an objective function 

iteratively [11-12]. Iterative schemes generally provide the best quality in terms of the objective function being 

optimized at a cost of complexity, while screening-based schemes are of the lowest complexity. When one opts 

for a good quality at a cost of affordable complexity, an error diffusion-based monochrome halftoning scheme 

[7-10] is generally used.  

Separable error diffusion (SED) is the simplest extension of error diffusion for color halftoning. It 

processes each color channel of a color image independently with error diffusion and then superimposes the 

generated halftones to form a color halftone. As SED does not exploit the intercolor correlation, it generally 
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leads to color artifacts and poor color rendition. To solve this problem, vector error diffusion (VED) takes the 

interchannel color correlation into account by either jointly quantizing all color channels or diffusing color 

errors across channels [14-22]. When the quantizer is overloaded, there can be other significant color artifacts 

such as smear and slow response, which makes it difficult to preserve high frequency spatial features. Another 

approach is to halftone a color image in colorant space to directly control the color halftone texture [23-28]. 

Readers can read [2] and [3] for a comprehensive review on color error diffusion. 

 Recently, He proposed a hierarchical error diffusion (HED) algorithm [29] for color error diffusion. 

HED is different from conventional color error diffusion algorithms in a way that its output is produced through 

neither conventional joint quantization nor interchannel error diffusion. Instead, it explicitly controls color 

overlapping, dot positioning and dot coloring at different stages to produce a color halftone. As HED is able to 

produce color halftones with superior quality, it shows a new direction for developing error diffusion-based 

color halftoning algorithms. Shortly afterward, He extended the idea of HED and developed a hierarchical 

colorant based direct binary search (HCB-DBS) halftoning algorithm [30] which is able to provide color 

halftones of even higher quality. 

Feature-preserving multiscale error diffusion (FMED) [33] is a monochrome halftoning technique 

developed based on multiscale error diffusion [35]. Extensive studies on FMED show that it is able to eliminate 

directional hysteresis, preserve spatial features, and provide outputs of good blue noise characteristics [37]. 

During its realization, pixels are not processed sequentially with a predefined order, which allows one to control 

dot-positioning effectively and efficiently. As controlling color overlapping, dot positioning and dot coloring is 

the key of success in HED, we would like to explore whether fusing HED and FMED can create greater 

synergy in color halftoning. This paper presents a FMED-based color halftoning algorithm developed in our 

recent study on this issue. 

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 provides a brief review on HED. Section 3 

presents our proposed FMED-based color halftoning algorithm. A tone-dependent error diffusion filter is 

proposed to support dot positioning control in the proposed color halftoning algorithm. The details of its design 

and the rationale of its design will be discussed in Section 4. Section 5 provides simulation results on real 

images for evaluation. Finally, a conclusion is given in Section 6. 
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2.   Review on HED 

 Unlike conventional color error diffusion algorithms, HED explicitly controls color overlapping, dot 

positioning and dot coloring at different stages to produce a color halftone as shown in Figure 1[29].  

In HED, the color overlapping control module decomposes a color contone into a set of monochrome 

contones, one for each Neugebauer primary, to minimize the brightness variation at pixel density level. The 

minimization of brightness variation color density (MBVCD) comes from the idea that one should render an 

input color with the Neugebauer primaries of less brightness contrast instead of those of more brightness 

contrast to reduce the notice-ability of patterns in a color halftone. The color overlapping control algorithm 

suggested in HED, which is referred to as minimum brightness variation conversion (MBVC) hereafter, is 

independent of the subsequent halftoning step and it does not enforce any halftone color restriction at the 

quantization step. Once it is carried out, no further color overlapping control is needed afterward.  

In the subsequent halftoning step, pixels are processed sequentially. For each pixel, a partial density 

sum vector (PDSV) is constructed and thresholded to determine whether a dot should be placed on the same 

pixel location in the output without concerning the color of the dot. Its color is only determined when the 

decision is positive. As dot positioning is decoupled from dot coloring, it allows one to control the positions of 

dots with less constraint and conceptually it would be easier to provide an output of blue noise characteristics.  

In order to promote using colors of less brightness contrast to render an input color, Neugebauer 

primaries are ordered according to their brightness such that, when selecting the color of the dot to be placed 

during dot coloring, HED always select the color within a predefined subset of Neugebauer primaries. This can 

introduce a bias in dot coloring control.  

Another observation we have had is that in HED pixels are processed sequentially according to a 

predefined scanning order. This limits the flexibility in dot positioning and hence spatial features in the original 

image are difficult to be preserved in the color halftoning output.    
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Figure 1 General framework of HED 

 

 

3.   Proposed color error diffusion algorithm 

In this section, a FMED-based color error diffusion algorithm is proposed. As shown in Figure 2, this 

algorithm consists of four operation stages. It carries out its dot overlapping control, dot positioning control and 

dot coloring control in various stages naturally with the help of MBVC [29] and FMED [33].  

 

 
Figure 2 Flow of the proposed algorithm 
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3.1.  An Overview of the Proposed Color Error Diffusion Algorithm  

Consider the case that we want to convert a full color image I of size �×� pixels to a color halftone H. 

The intensity value of each color component of a pixel is normalized such that it is bounded in [0,1]. Without 

loss of generality, we assume that the input pixel color is in CMYK specification as it is the common case for 

digital printing applications and it is easy to do a RGB-to-CMYK conversion in practice.  

The proposed color error diffusion algorithm consists of four operation stages as shown in Figure 2. In 

its first stage, the input color image in CMYK color space is first decomposed by MBVC [29] to produce a set 

of multi-level intensity planes each of which represents the spatial intensity distribution of a specific color 

channel of the input color image. These color channels include channels K, W, R, G, B, C, M and Y (i.e. black, 

white, red, green, blue, cyan, magenta and yellow). Accordingly, there are at most eight intensity planes at the 

output of the first stage. These color channels are classified into two groups. The channels that do not carry 

chrominance information (i.e. channels K and W) are classified as luminance channels while the left behind are 

classified as chrominance channels. 

The luminance channels are then processed in the second stage before the chrominance channels are 

processed. Processing a specific channel is for positioning dots of the color associated with the channel. That 

luminance channels are processed first is because the human visual system is more sensitive to the luminance 

contrast than the chrominance contrast. Positioning black and white dots is hence more critical than positioning 

chromatic dots especially when feature preserving is concerned. This stage produces two binary halftones for 

channels K and W respectively based on their associated intensity planes. In practice, the binary halftones define 

where black or white pixels should appear at the final color halftoning output. Accordingly, they set a constraint 

for the algorithm to put chromatic dots to the color halftone in the next stage. 

In the third stage, all chrominance channels are collectively processed to produce their corresponding 

binary halftones without a preset priority order. Chromatic dots are placed one by one and the intensity planes 

of the chrominance channels are adjusted accordingly. The most updated intensity planes of all chrominance 

channels are combined to form a cost map which defines the extent that a dot should be put on a specific pixel 

at that specific moment. Based on this cost map, the algorithm locates a pixel location which has not yet been 

occupied by any dots and then determines the color of the dot to be assigned to the found location. As there is 
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no predefined preference on a particular chrominance channel when processing them, it introduces no bias to 

any one of them. In short, the algorithm searches for the most critical position in the image and place a dot of 

the most appropriate color for that position in the corresponding pixel position of the halftoning output. This 

approach of dot positioning and coloring control is useful for handling a real image.  

Conventional color halftoning algorithms generally prioritize the color channels and process them 

sequentially. Unlike a constant patch, a real image has spatially variant content and hence the color priority 

should be adaptive to local regions. Adopting a fixed color priority order for the whole image is obviously not a 

good strategy to faithfully report the original local features of an image.  

The output of stage 3 is six binary halftones each of which defines a dot pattern for a particular 

chrominance channel. The final color halftone is produced by combining the binary halftones of all color 

channels. Note that each binary halftone can be interpreted as a color mask in which 1 marks a pixel having the 

corresponding color and 0 marks a transparent pixel. As a dot can only be assigned to a location that has not 

been occupied by other dots when producing the binary halftones, dots of different colors cannot overlap with 

each other and hence the color halftone can be obtained by simply superimposing all color masks together. The 

dot overlapping control is automatically achieved.    

 

3.2.  Details of Stage 1 

 In order to reduce the notice-ability of the placement of dots in a smooth region, it is necessary to 

render the color in the region with dots of least contrast as far as possible. In [29], He proposed a CMYK to 

CMYRGBK
1
 transform named as MBVC to control the mixture ratio of different available colorants for 

producing a given color such that minimum brightness variation color density can be achieved in a smooth 

region.  

To achieve the same goal, the proposed algorithm performs MBVC for each pixel to produce seven 

color components for composing the color of the pixel. For reference, the intensity plane of a particular color 

component is referred to as a layer in this paper. Accordingly, we have layers R, G, B, C, M, Y and K. Let cΦ = 

                                                 
1
 In He’s original proposal, MBVCD can produce both K (black) and Kp (composite black). However, as K and Kp are 

mutually exclusive in the final printout of an image, we also denote Kp as K in this paper to simplify the presentation. In 

other words, K actually means Kp when K is not supported. 
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{R, G, B, C, M, Y} be the set of layers that carry chrominance information. An extra color layer W can then be 

defined as follows. 

),(),(1),( jiKjiLjiW

cL

−−= ∑
Φ∈

        ),( ji∀  (1) 

where W(i,j) is the intensity value of pixel (i,j) of layer W and L(i,j) is that of layer L for cL Φ∈ . Layers W and 

K do not carry any chrominance information and form a set denoted as lΦ .  

 For reference purpose, all layers are indexed as follows. 

 





 ≥

= ∑∑
elseK

jiKjiWifW
I jiji ),(),(
1

),(),(
  





 <

= ∑∑
elseW

jiKjiWifK
I jiji ),(),(

2

),(),(
 

RI =3 , GI =4 , BI =5 ,  CI =6 ,  MI =7  and  YI =8  (2) 

Accordingly, we have },,,,,{ 876543 IIIIIIc =Φ  and },{ 21 IIl =Φ , where ∑∑ ≥
),( 2),( 1 ),(),(

jiji
jiIjiI . In 

later discussion, we refer to the colorant associated with layer mI  as colorant m and its color as color m. 

 In short, the algorithm decomposes a color image into 8 layers, classifies them into 2 groups and 

indexes them for further processing in this stage.  

By considering white as a color, producing a color halftone is now equivalent to placing dots of eight 

different colors on the output plane to fill up all its pixels. MBVC predefines the numbers of different color dots 

and guarantees that dots need not overlap with each other[29]. 

In general, the total number of pixels containing a specific color can be determined as  

∑= ),(
),(

ji mm jiIDB    for  0<m<9 (3) 

where Im is the layer associated with the color. Hence, DBm is the dot budget of the color and can be interpreted 

as the number of 1’s appearing in the binary halftoning result of layer Im. MBVC guarantees that the total 

number of image pixels equals to ∑ << 90 m mDB  and hence no overlap of dots is required. 

Note that MBVC has already helped to achieve minimum brightness variation color density by 

controlling the mixture ratio of different color dots. The major concern in subsequent stages will be, given the 
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provided mixture ratio of the color dots, how to highlight the image details by controlling the positions of the 

available color dots.   

  

3.3.  Details of Stage 2 

With the eight layers on hand, the proposed algorithm converts each one of them into a binary halftone 

which defines the pixels containing a specific color in the color halftone.  

Let mB  be the binary halftoning outputs of mI  for 0<m<9.  They are initialized such that ),( jiBm = -1 

for all (i,j), which means that the algorithm has not yet decided whether a dot should be placed on any one of 

the pixels in the output image at the beginning of stage 2. In stages 2 and 3, dots of different colors are placed 

on the output image one by one and the placements are registered in mB  as follows. 





=
),(0

),(1
),(

00

00
00 yxonplacediscolorotherofdotaif

yxonplacedismcolorofdotaif
yxBm  (4) 

where color m is the color associated with layer mI . At the end of color halftoning, the output image is filled up 

with dots of different colors (as sum of dot budgets = sum of pixels) and all elements in mB  have either value 0 

or 1. mB  is then the final binary halftone of layer mI . 

 

%  Process layers K and W (i.e. I
1
 and I

2
)  sequentially  

%----------------------------------------------------------------- 

For n=1,2   

 BDn = ∑ ),(
),(

yx n yxI  %  Get dot budget for layer  I
n
 

 While BDn ≥0.5 

  Locate a pixel in nA  via maximum intensity guidance  %  Assume the located one is (x
0
, y

0
) 

  1),( 00 =yxBn    %  Put a dot of color n in (x
0
, y

0
) 

  Diffuse error of ),( 00 yxAn to its neighbors in nA     %  Use filter F
(0.7813,0.7813√2)

  

  For k = n+1:8 

    0),( 00 =yxBk    %  No dot of other colors in (x
0
, y

0
) 

    Diffuse error of ),( 00 yxAk to its neighbors in kA  %  Use filter (14) 

  End 
  BDn = BDn – 1  %  Update dot budget for layer  A

n
 

  0),( 00 =yxMα       %  Update mask M
α
 

 End 

 0),( =yxBn    for all (x,y) in nB  not assigned 1 

End 
 

Figure 3.  Workflow of stage 2 
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Among all the layers, layers in },{ 21 IIl =Φ  are processed in stage 2 first as our eyes are more 

sensitive to luminance contrast than chrominance contrast. Figure 3 summarizes the workflow of stage 2 in a 

form of pseudo code. As dots cannot overlap with each other, positioning black and white dots first allows the 

algorithm to have more freedom to place white and black dots and hence it helps to preserve local features in an 

image.  

Layers 1I  and 2I  are handled sequentially. That layer 1I  is handled first is because it carries more 

energy. Theoretically, one can use any binary halftoning algorithm to produce a halftone for a layer. However, 

feature-preserving multiscale error diffusion (FMED) is used here as it has been proven to be good at preserving 

local features and flexible enough to carry out dot positioning control [32-39]. 

Without loss of generality, consider the case that we are handling layer nI . In general, FMED 

iteratively locates a pixel in nI  to quantize its intensity value to 1 and diffuses the quantization error to the 

neighboring pixels to update nI . Accordingly, the intensity profile of layer nI  is adjusted in the course of 

iteration and the quantization is actually based on the transient intensity profile of nI . In this paper, to 

discriminate the transient intensity profile from the original intensity profile of nI , the former is referred to as 

nA  while the latter is still referred to as nI . In other words, nI  is fixed while nA  changes with time during the 

halftoning process. The same definitions apply to other layers. Obviously, we have mA = mI  for 0<m<9 before 

stage 2 starts.  

Quantizing ),( 00 yxAn  to 1 is equivalent to placing a dot of color n on pixel ),( 00 yx  of the halftoning 

output. Accordingly, it consumes one dot budget of color n. During the iteration, dots of color n are consumed 

one by one until dot budget DBn is used up and then the iteration stops. For monitoring the progress of dot 

placement, a mask referred to as M
α
 is used to indicate which pixels have been placed dots as 







=
else

occupiedbeenhasjiif
jiM

1

),(0
),(α  (5) 

Note that (i,j) can be occupied by dots of any colorants and mask M
α
 takes all of them into account.  Mask M

α
 is 

initialized such that ),( jiMα =1 for all (i,j) before stage 2 starts. 
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In stage 2, when searching a pixel to place a dot of color n, the maximum intensity guidance [33] is 

adopted as follows. Starting with the transient intensity plane nA  as the region of interest, we repeatedly divide 

the region of interest into nine overlapped sub-regions of equal size and pick the sub-region having the 

maximum total intensity value among them to be the new region of interest. We repeat the above steps to 

update the region of interest until a pixel location is reached. One can refer to Ref.[33] for more details. 

Once a pixel is located, a dot of color n is placed and nB is updated with eqn.(4) to record the placement. 

The transient intensity plane nA  has to be updated by diffusing the error )),(),(( 0000 yxByxA nn −=  to pixel 

),( 00 yx ’s neighbors in nA  with a diffusion filter 
),( 21 rr

F   as follows. 





Ω∈−−−⋅⋅−−+

=
=

)}0,0{(\),( /)),(),((),(),(),(

),(),( ,0
),(

00000000

00

yjxiifyxByxAjiMyjxifjiA

yxjiif
jiA

nnn
n κα

 (6) 

where ),( qpf  is a filter coefficient of filter 
),( 21 rr

F , Ω={ ),( vu | Ζ∈vu,  and 1|||,| 2 +≤ rvu } is the filter 

support and  

∑
Ω∈−−

⋅−−=
),(

00

00

),(),(

yjxi

jiMyjxif ακ   (7) 

is for filter normalization. In particular, by assuming the error source is at (0,0), ),( qpf  is defined as 

π)(

),,(),,(
),(

2
1

2
2

12

rr

rqpArqpA
qpf

−

−
=  for  Ω∈),( qp  (8) 

where p and q are the horizontal and vertical offsets from the error source in terms of number of pixels, 1r  and 

2r  are, respectively, the inner and outer radii of a ring defined as 1
22

2 ryxr >+≥ , and ),,( krqpA  for 

kr = 1r , 2r  is the area covered by circle kryx ≤+ 22  in the grid cell of pixel ),( qp .  

Placing a dot of color n on the output image does not only affect nB  but all kB  for k≠n as well. It is 

necessary to adjust the transient intensity planes of all layers with error diffusion. For the adjustment of nA , 

diffusion filter 
)27813.0,7813.0(

F is used as it is found to be optimal to produce binary halftones of blue noise 

characteristics with FMED[32]. As for the adjustment of kA  for k≠n, a tone-dependent diffusion filter is used 
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instead. A dedicated discussion on the selection of this tone-dependent diffusion filter will be given later in 

Section 4. 

After using up the dot budget of layer nI , the positions of the dots of color n are all determined. All 

other pixel positions in the final color halftone should have dots of other colors. Accordingly, nB  should be 

updated as follows before its finalization. 

0),( =jiBn      if  1),( =jiMα    (9) 

 

3.4.  Details of Stage 3 

In order not to introduce a bias to any specific chromatic colors during the halftoning process, layers 

cnI Φ∈  are processed all together without a predetermined order in stage 3 as summarized in Figure 4. These 

chromatic layers are combined to form a cost map as  

∑
<<

=
92 n

nAE   (10) 

A search is then carried out to locate a pixel position to place a dot based on E with the maximum intensity 

guidance. The search is exactly the same as the one discussed in stage 2 except that the search is based on the 

 

%  Process layers R, G, B, C, M and Y (i.e. I
3
, I

4
, ... and I

8
) without preference  

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

For n=3,4…8   

 BDn = ∑ ),(
),(

yx n yxI   %  Get dot budget for layer I
n
 

End 

While  ∑ = 8..4,3n nBD  ≥0.5 

 843 ... AAAE +++=   %  Combine all A
n
 to form plane E 

 Locate a pixel in E  via maximum intensity guidance  %  Assume the located one is (x
0
, y

0
) 

 ),(maxarg 00
83

yxAs m
m≤≤

=  under constraint BDm ≥0.5   %  Determine the color of the dot to be placed 

 1),( 00 =yxBs    %  Put a dot of color s in (x
0
, y

0
) 

 Diffuse error of ),( 00 yxAs to its neighbors in sA     %  Use filter  F
(0.7813,0.7813√2)

 

 For k ∈{3:8}\{s} 

  0),( 00 =yxBk    %  No dot of other colors in (x
0
, y

0
) 

  Diffuse error of ),( 00 yxAk to its neighbors in kA  %  Use filter (14)  

 End 
 BDs = BDs – 1   %  Update dot budget for layer A

s
 

 0),( 00 =yxMα       %  Update mask M
α
 

End 
 

Figure 4.  Workflow of stage 3 
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cost map E instead of a particular transient intensity plane nA .  

Once a pixel position, say ),( 00 yx ,  is located, the color of the dot to be placed on pixel ),( 00 yx  is 

selected to be the color component that has the maximum transient intensity on the spot and, at the same time, 

has not yet used up its dot budget. In formulation, the index value of the selected color is determined as 

),(maxarg 00 yxAs k
k Λ∈

=   (11) 

where 82|{ ≤<=Λ kk  and 5.0≥kBD }. 

Placing a dot of color s on pixel ),( 00 yx  implies ),( 00 yxBs =1. The error between ),( 00 yxBs and the 

current ),( 00 yxAs is then diffused with diffusion filter 
)27813.0,7813.0(

F to update sA  as in the case when we 

update nA  for 0<n<3 after making ),( 00 yxBn =1 in stage 2. 

As for all other layers, we have ),( 00 yxBk =0 for k∈{3,4,5…8}\{s}. Their transient intensity planes 

kA  are updated by diffusing their individual errors at pixel ),( 00 yx  (= ),( 00 yxAk ) in their corresponding kA  

with a tone-dependent filter. The design of the tone-dependent filter used in this stage is the same as that of the 

one used in stage 2 and its details is provided in Section 4. The update of kA  leads to an update of E 

accordingly.  

After placing a dot of color s, the dot budget of color s is reduced by 1. The above dot positioning and 

color selecting procedures are repeated until all color dot budgets are used up. At the end, each of the pixels is 

assigned a dot of specific color and nB  planes are binary halftones of nI  for all n. 

 

3.5.  Details of Stage 4 

At this stage we have 8 binary halftones (i.e. nB  for 0<n<9) each of which defines a dot pattern for a 

particular layer nI . In formulation, we have 1),(
8

1
=∑ =n n yxB  for all pixel (x,y), which implies none of the dot 

patterns overlap with each other. The final color halftone is produced by superimposing all 8 dot patterns 

together directly.  
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4.   Tone-dependent diffusion filter 

In both stages 2 and 3, once a dot of color s is placed on pixel ),( 00 yx , all ),( 00 yxBk  should be 

updated as  



 =

=
else

skif
yxBk

0

1
),( 00        for  0<k<9 (12) 

because no dot of other colors should be placed on pixel ),( 00 yx . Accordingly, error diffusion should be 

carried out in all layers to update kA  for 0<k<9. While diffusion filter 
)27813.0,7813.0(

F is used to update sA , a 

tone-dependent diffusion filter is used to update kA  for k≠s. The arrangement is for controlling the noise 

characteristics of the final color halftoning output. 

The tone-dependent diffusion filter for updating a specific kA  for k≠s is defined based on color s, color 

k and color β, where color β is the background color of pixel ),( 00 yx  and it is selected based on the following 

criterion. 

( ) ( )0000 ,, yxIyxI m≥β     for  0<m<9 (13) 

When there are more than one colors satisfying criterion (13), the one that dominates the local region is selected. 

We note that the background color to that we refer here is pixel-oriented. It changes from pixel to pixel. 

In our proposal, the diffusion filter for adjusting kA  for k≠s is defined as 







=

≠
= +−

β

β

ksifF

ksifF
F

yxdyxd

or

and

)2/3,2/1(

)2/1)(,2/1)(( 0,00,0  (14) 

where  





 >>−

=
else

yxIifyxI
yxd

2

5.0),(1),(1/1
)( 0000

0,0
ββ

 (15) 

The rationale for this proposal is as follows. Consider the case that we are color-halftoning a constant 

color patch whose color is ),( 00 yxI . When MBVC is exploited in the halftoning, the mixture ratio of color dots 
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that appear in the resultant halftoning output should be ),(),(:),( 008002001 yxIyxIyxI L . Dots in the resultant 

halftoning output can be divided into two groups. The background group contains dots of background color β 

while the foreground group contains dots of other colors. In an ideal halftoning output, dots from the 

foreground group (referred to as foreground dots hereafter) should distribute homogenously and uniformly over 

the halftone with an average distance. Hence, they should keep a distance from each other while it is not 

necessary for a foreground dot to keep a distance from a background dot (i.e. a dot of color β).      

Case A: Both dots of color s and k are foreground dots (i.e.  ( ks ≠ ) and ( β≠sk and )) 

According to the blue noise model proposed by Ulichney[7], in an ideal binary halftone that renders a 

constant patch of gray level g, dots should distribute homogenously over the halftone with an average distance λ 

from each other, where λ is defined as  







<<−

≤<
=

15.01/1

5.00/1

gforg

gforg
λ  (16) 

Based on the same idea, when rendering a constant patch of color ( )00 , yxI , the foreground dots should 

also distribute homogenously with an average distance ( )00 ,' yxd = ),(1/1 00 yxIβ− , where (1- ),( 00 yxIβ ) is 

the total intensity of all colors other than the background color in a pixel. Here, we assume that 

5.0),( 00 ≥yxIβ and hence 1- ≤),( 00 yxIβ 0.5. 

In view of this, a tentative diffusion filter defined as 
)2/1)(',2/1)('( 0,00,0 +− yxdyxd

F   is suggested in our 

proposal for handling case A. This filter is a discrete approximation of a ring-shaped filter whose filter support 

in continuous domain is shown in Figure 5a. As we have 0),( 00 =yxBk , the quantization error (= ),( 00 yxAk -

),( 00 yxBk = ),( 00 yxAk ) will be diffused to the ring region and it increases the potential of having a dot of color 

k in the ring region in the future. In other words, the diffusion encourages a dot of color k to be at a distance of 

( )00 ,' yxd  from a dot of color s as long as none of their colors is the background color.  

In error diffusion, all error must be diffused away from the error-source pixel. When ),( 00 yxIβ  is less 

than 0.5, distance ( )00 ,' yxd  is so small that we have ( ) 2/1,' 00 −yxd < 2/1 . This makes the filter support of 
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the ring-shaped filter approximated by 
)2/1)(',2/1)('( 0,00,0 +− yxdyxd

F  cover the grid cell of ),( 00 yx  and part of 

the intensity of ( )00 , yxAk  will be diffused back into pixel ),( 00 yx . To prevent this from happening, the 

average distance between two foreground dots is bounded by 2  as given in eqn.(15) in our proposal such that 

the minimum inner radius of the filter support of the ring-shaped filter is bounded as shown in Figure 5b. In fact, 

the diffusion filter becomes 
)2/3,2/1(

F  at the time when it is bounded.  

Case B: Dots of color s or k are background dots (i.e. ( ks ≠ ) and (k or β=s )) 

When either color s or color k is color β, the quantization error of ),( 00 yxAk  (= ),( 00 yxAk - ),( 00 yxBk  

= ),( 00 yxAk ) is diffused to the immediate neighborhood of pixel ),( 00 yx  with diffusion filter 
)2/3,2/1(

F . As 

mentioned earlier, 
)2/3,2/1(

F  is a discrete approximation of the ring-shaped filter with the minimum inner 

radius for not diffusing error back to pixel ),( 00 yx  as shown in Figure 5b. Keeping the diffused intensity close 

to pixel ),( 00 yx  increases the potential of having a dot of color k next to pixel ),( 00 yx  , which helps to reduce 

the color shift in the local region and preserve local spatial features.   

  
 (a) (b) 

Figure 5  Filter support of a tone-dependent ring-shaped diffusion filter 

 

 

5.   Simulation results 

 A simulation was carried out to study the performance of the proposed algorithm. In the simulation, 

various color error diffusion algorithms including [29], [30] and the proposed algorithm were compared. They 
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are compared because all of them adopt the strategy that does color overlapping control, dot positioning control 

and dot coloring control separately and explicitly as suggested in HED[29].  

A set of 24-bit color testing images of size 256×256 shown in Figure 6 were used in the simulation. The 

resultant color halftones were descreened with a HVS filter derived based on Campbell’s CSF model [40] and 

the perceptual quality of the descreened color halftones were evaluated with the Sparse Feature Fidelity (SFF) 

proposed in [41]. The HVS filter was derived based on the condition that the printer resolution is 600dpi and the 

viewing distance is 15 inches. Table 1 shows the evaluation result. We note that a larger value indicates a better 

performance. One can see that the proposed algorithm is better than the others in terms of this measure. 

 

 

  

Parrots  Fruits  Mandrill 

 

 

 

 

 
Boat  Tiffany  Girl 

Figure 6. Testing images 
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Table 1. SFF performance of various algorithms 

 
  Sparse Feature Fidelity (SFF) 

 Output for printers equipped with 

CMY cartridges 

Output for printers equipped with  

CMYK cartridges 

Testing 

image 
Proposed HED[29] 

HCB-

DBS[30] 
Proposed HED[29] 

HCB-

DBS[30] 

Parrot 0.9978 0.9969 0.9972 0.9982 0.9961 0.9932 

Fruits 0.9860 0.9864 0.9868 0.9866 0.9877  0.9818 

Mandrill 0.9928 0.9910 0.9912 0.9935 0.9891  0.9833 

Boat 0.9900 0.9895 0.9873 0.9906 0.9855  0.9773 

Tiffany 0.9899 0.9892 0.9891 0.9900 0.9874  0.9838 

Girl 0.9965 0.9959 0.9953 0.9970 0.9938  0.9926 

Average 0.9922 0.9915 0.9912 0.9926 0.9899 0.9853 

 
 

 

 

 

 
(a) Original “Mandrill”  (b) HCB-DBS 

 

 

 
(c) HED  (d) Proposed 

Figure 7. Color halftones of testing image “Mandrill” for CMYK printers. (a) Original, (b) HCB-DBS, (c) HED and (d) the 

proposed. 
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For subjective evaluation, Figure 7 and Figure 8 show, respectively, the color halftoning outputs of 

testing images “Mandrill” and “Boat”.  As shown in the figures, the color halftones produced by the proposed 

algorithm can well preserve the spatial features of the original images. For examples, it is able to show the eyes, 

the lower eyelids and the whiskers of the mandrill more clearly in Figure 7d. It is also able to show the letters 

on the stern, the masts and the poles more clearly in Figure 8d.  The antenna attached to the main mast of the 

boat (in the middle top of Fig.8a) is missing in Figures 8b and 8c while it is clearly shown in Figure 8d.  

Note that MBVC is exploited in all evaluated algorithms to carry out the color overlapping control and 

hence the mixture ratios of the color dots in their halftoning outputs are all the same. That the detailed spatial 

features can be preserved in Figures 7d and 8d is solely achieved by placing the right color dots on the right 

positions.    

 

 

 

 
(a) Original “Boat”  (b) HCB-DBS 

 

 

 
(c) HED  (d) Proposed 

Figure 8. Color halftones of testing image “Boat” for CMYK printers. (a) Original, (b) HCB-DBS, (c) HED and (d) the 

proposed. 
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Figure 9 shows the color halftoning results for a gray ramp image. Theoretically, DBS is optimized 

based on a HVS-based cost function and hence it should provide the most smooth rendering output. However, 

from Figure 9b one can see that the yellow color is patch-wise non-uniformly distributed. This is due to the fact 

that, in HCB-DBS, color channels are grouped and processed in turns. As suggested by He in ref. [30], in our 

simulation, color Y is with the lowest priority and processed last due to its low visibility at highlight area. 

Yellow dots cannot be placed on positions that have been occupied and hence experience more constraint than 

dots of other colors. In practice, some other color grouping strategies can be exploited as mentioned in ref. [30]. 

However, the color of the lowest priority is always the one who suffers.      

 

 
(a) Original “Ramp” 

 
(b) HCB-DBS 

 
(c) HED 

 
(d) Proposed 

Figure 9. Color halftones of a gray ramp image for CMY printers. (a) Original, (b) HCB-DBS, (c) HED and (d) the 

proposed. 
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Though HED also introduces a bias in dot coloring control as mentioned in Section II, from the smooth 

gradation shown in Figure 9c it appears that no specific channel suffers from its disadvantage. This may be due 

to the fact that PDSV is pixel-dependent and hence the bias is adaptive to the local content and allows a good 

pick of dot color for a pixel. However, the bias in the dot positioning control caused by the error diffusion 

framework used in HED introduces some directional and pattern artifacts to the color halftoning output. One 

can see the artifacts in a region on the right of the middle of the third row and the right-most region of the fourth 

row in Figure 9c. 

As shown in Figure 9d, the proposed algorithm can also provide a smooth gradation in the rendering 

results of the ramp image. The rendering result is a bit grainier than that of HED, but it does not contain any 

directional and pattern artifacts as Figure 9c does.  

A graininess measure suggested in ISO15739 [42] was used to evaluate the graininess of the outputs of 

different algorithms. The evaluation is based on the condition that the printer resolution is 600dpi and the 

viewing distance is 15 inches. Three constant gray color patches are halftoned with different algorithms to 

produce CMY outputs. The selected gray levels of the patches are representatives of the low, the middle and the 

high levels in the range of (0, 0.5). Table 2 shows the simulation results of the study. As shown in the table, the 

output of the proposed algorithm is a bit noisier in the middle range than the others.  

Table 2. Graininess measures (ISO15739) of the outputs produced by various algorithms 

 

Algorithms 
Gray level 

6/255 64/255 127/255 

Proposed 13.4497 5.3966 2.8706 

HED 14.0090 2.9593 1.8988 

HCB-DBS 18.2073 4.4954 2.6531 

 

 

It is well known in the field of error diffusion halftoning that some error diffusion filters can sharpen an 

image more than others[43]. As the outputs of the proposed algorithm appear to be sharper than the others, one 

would be interested in knowing whether the spatial features are actually sharpened by the diffusion filter 

exploited in the proposed algorithm. To address this issue, we carried out a study based on the linear gain model 

of quantizer suggested in [43]. According to the model, the sharpening effect of an error diffusion-based 

algorithm can be reflected by the linear signal gain of its quantizer. In formulation, the linear signal gain is 

defined as   
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where ),(' jix  is the input to the quantizer for pixel (i,j) and ),( jiy ∈{-0.5,0.5} is its output.  Note that in the 

model the color components of all pixels of the original color image are normalized such that their intensity 

values are bounded in [-0.5, 0.5]. No sharpening is introduced by the error diffusion algorithm when Ks=1.  

Table 3 shows the Ks values of different color channels of the outputs obtained with different 

algorithms. As the working principle of HCB-DBS is different from that of error diffusion-based algorithms, 

the model does not apply and hence it is excluded in the study. When comparing HED and the proposed 

algorithm, one can see that HED is actually the one who sharpens the images more. Its Ks values are much 

further away from 1 for channels K and W. As shown in Table 4, channels K and W are the dominant colors in 

the outputs. Though the proposed algorithm sharpens the image a bit more in channels Y and M, the difference 

is not significant and they are not the dominant channels. As for the other channels, the performance of the two 

algorithms is more or less the same.  

For visual comparison, based on the Ks values extracted from the outputs of “Boat”, we adjusted the 

extent of sharpening by prefiltering the input image as suggested in [43] to produce a HED output that suffers 

the same amount of sharpening as Figure 8(d) does. The result is shown in Figure 10. It is not as sharp as Figure 

8(d). 

Table 3  The computed linear signal gain Ks for various testing images and color channels 

when different algorithms are used 

Image Algorithm 
The Ks of each color layer 

K B R G M C Y W 

Parrot 
HED 1.3183 - 1.0103 1.0202 1.1307 1.0352 1.1553 1.8189 

Proposed 0.9215 - 1.0542 1.0037 1.1166 1.0641 1.2970 0.9854 

Fruits 
HED 1.1877 - 1.0025 1.0007 1.1170 1.0621 1.1860 1.7982 

Proposed 0.9232 - 1.0189 1.0002 1.1410 1.0215 1.2786 0.9415 

Mandrill 
HED 1.2691 1.0046 1.0012 - 1.1085 1.0846 1.1039 1.8199 

Proposed 0.9210 1.0002 1.0202 - 1.1304 1.1239 1.1968 0.9766 

Boat 
HED 1.3407 - 1.0058 - 1.0770 1.1182 1.1144 1.9944 

Proposed 0.9589 - 1.0214 - 1.2657 1.0164 1.2047 0.9947 

Tiffany 
HED 1.3253 1.0343 1.0068 1.0001 1.1197 1.0753 1.0679 1.9827 

Proposed 0.9221 1.0102 1.0168 1.0002 1.3003 1.1550 1.0527 0.9374 

Girl 
HED 1.7630 - 1.0435 1.0027 1.0832 1.0640 1.1115 1.8985 

Proposed 0.9816 - 1.0562 1.0010 1.1384 1.0155 1.1854 1.0277 

Average 
HED 1.3674    1.0195    1.0117    1.0059    1.1060    1.0732    1.1232 1.8854 

Proposed 0.9381 1.0052 1.0313 1.0013 1.1821 1.0661 1.2025 0.9772 
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Table 4  The distribution of color dots in the outputs of different testing images 

Image 
Number of dots in different channels 

K B R G M C Y W 

Parrot 27578 0 3621 73 3841 2502 12692 15229 

Fruits 17554 0 2060 1 4042 405 15612 25862 

Mandrill 25024 1 2680 0 4810 5297 8856 18868 

Boat 30391 0 732 0 5879 276 6350 21908 

Tiffany 28360 208 893 9 10563 3749 4097 17657 

Girl 45772 0 2952 9 3304 267 4902 8330 

 

 
 

Figure 10.  A compensated HED output that suffers the same amount of sharpening as Figure 8(d) does 

 

The simulation results of the study reveals that the feature preserving capability of the proposed 

algorithm does not rely on the sharpening effect of its error diffusion filters. Instead, it mainly relies on its 

accuracy and flexibility in dot positioning and coloring. 

 

6.   Conclusions 

A recent trend for improving the output quality of color halftoning is to explicitly control color 

overlapping, dot positioning and dot coloring in different stages of the halftoning process. In ref. [29], an 

effective scheme for controlling color overlapping called MBVC is proposed, in which a color is decomposed 

into an appropriate mixture of limited Neugebauer primaries such that no overlap of these Neugebauer 

primaries is required when the color is rendered with them. As the mixture of these Neugebauer primaries can 

also provide minimum brightness variation color density in a smooth region, it naturally becomes a useful 

means of color overlapping control.   
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As FMED performs well in dot positioning control in both binary halftoning [32-39] and multilevel 

halftoning [44-45], naturally we would like to explore if it can be used for doing dot positioning and coloring 

control in color halftoning. This paper reports some results of our study on this issue. In particular, a FMED-

based color halftoning algorithm is proposed in this paper. As compared with other algorithms that control color 

overlapping, dot positioning and dot coloring explicitly, the proposed algorithm does not assign a fixed priority 

order to Neugebauer primaries in dot coloring and it does not place dots along a fixed scanning path in dot 

positioning. Consequently, it provides more flexibility in dot positioning and coloring and hence is able to 

preserve image features in a better way. 

Simulation results show that the proposed color halftoning algorithm can produce high quality color 

halftone as compared with the others in term of SFF. The proposed algorithm is particularly good at preserving 

spatial features and it is able to remove pattern artifacts and directional artifacts.  
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